Questions and answers about violin building
Bows
My bow is losing hair!
My bow can no longer be tightened!
The hairs no longer properly grip the strings while playing!

Violins
My Violin rattles!
My varnish has become dull and gummy!
Inexplicable scratches are occurring on the bottom of the violin cover!
How must the bridge be positioned?
The bridge is no longer straight after tightening the strings!
Where must the sound post be positioned?
Do I own a genuine Stradivarius?
My pegs no longer hold properly. They slip and cant be turned!
Problems in Winter
String Studies
Which string is recommended for my instrument?
How did Stradivari build his intruments?

Answers
My pegs no longer hold properly. They slip and cant be turned!

It happens all the time that a peg is so tight that it can hardly be turned or they loosen and the tuning is
ruined.
A well-functioning peg must fulfill several criteria:
It must fit properly. The holes of the peg box must be evenly formed and provide a perfect fit for
the peg.
A peg must remain adjustable. As the peg soap is hygroscopic (it attracts moisture), the peg reacts
to differences in humidity with different operating characteristics.
A peg needs care. A good idea is to purchase some pure curd soap (preferably old) and also
regularly white chalk it.
Remove one string and carefully clean the peg with some alcohol but be sure to avoid any contact
with the instrument's varnish.
Rub the peg with the soap.

Turn the peg several times in the peg hole.
The thread of the peg box should be clearly visible on the peg.
If this is not the case, the peg does not fit properly and should be re-fitted by a violin maker.
Repeat the soap rubbing and turning so often that the peg works smoothly and with ease.
Now apply the chalk to the contact surface of the peg and turn it repeatedly. Do this until the peg
turns firmly but without bucking. Replace the string while paying attention to the incline of the
bridge and proceed with the next peg in the same manner.
Detailed information and photos can be found here.
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